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What is ECLI PSE?

ECLI PSE - Collaborative, Integrated suite of Applications

- Used by industry leaders
Database Application Builder
DAB Workflow

01 Define workflow
02 Assign security
03 Material Components List
04 Configure metadata
05 Start generating records

Lessons Learned
Project Milestone

Requirement Verification
Budgets Calculation
Configuration Management

www.sapienzaconsulting.com
Our Offer

• **ECLIPSE Suite** – **FREE** Licence for Academia hosted in the cloud

• Professional (space industry standard) tool within project end to end:
  
  • Project Management
  • Product Assurance
  • Quality Assurance
  • Configuration Management
  • Data Management
What do We Need from You?

• Feedback and Collaboration:
  • Co-authoring an ECLIPSE centric paper with academia
  • Structured feedback about ECLIPSE
  • ECLIPSE case studies
  • Documentation on the use of ECLIPSE within CubeSat project
  • Social media engagement
  • Reaching the students for our manpower opportunities
What is in it for Us?

• Ecosystem growth -> Business opportunities

• Feedback from future engineers:
  • Evolution of the tool
  • Exposure to ECLIPSE in academia
  • Fresh ideas

• Connect with Sapienza as your future employer through our manpower services
Sapienza Consulting Group

Founded in 1994

About 150 employees

More than 30 ESA missions supported in the last 25 years

Areas of expertise: Space & Defence
Our ECLIPSE Suite Customers

- eesa
- AIRBUS Defence & Space
- OHB System
- THALES
- ASI Agency Spaziale Italiana
- RAL Space
- QinetiQ
- REACTION Engines
- IberEspacio Tecnología Aeronáutica
- septentrio
- TNO
Log on to our website and sign up for a free demo account!